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their resource availability [11]. Such situations are predicted to give rise to ideal free distributions where individuals distribute themselves across the patches such that the
resource intake rate in different patches is equalized.
Suppose now, realistically, that the relative profitability
of the different patches fluctuates over time. Socially responsive individuals can use the information provided by
others to switch to more profitable patches. However, the
more individuals switch, the less profitable switching
becomes, because more individuals compete for the same
resources. Consequently, in this simple example, social
responsiveness is beneficial for some individuals in the
population, but not for all.
To sum up, we have outlined three basic eco-evolutionary mechanisms that promote the emergence of adaptive
between-individual differences in social responsiveness.
Each of these mechanisms gives rise to an intricate frequency-dependent relation between socially responsive
and socially less responsive individuals, promoting adaptive difference in social responsiveness. Interestingly, the
presence of socially responsiveness individuals might thus
often crucially depend on the presence of less responsive
individuals and vice versa.
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In a recent article in TREE [1], we proposed an evolutionary conceptual framework for the study of social competence, suggesting that the ability of individuals to optimise
the expression of their social behaviour depending on social
information is a key component of their Darwinian fitness.
Wolf and McNamara [2] commented that an important
aspect missing in our concept is that interindividual variation in social competence should exist within a population, and they outlined different eco-evolutionary scenarios
promoting such interindividual variation. Furthermore,
they equate the concept of social competence with that
of social responsiveness.
We fully agree with Wolf and McNamara’s proposal [2]
that adaptive evolution should generate mixtures of socially competent and socially less-competent individuals within a population. However, we think that their claim, that
Corresponding author: Taborsky, B. (barbara.taborsky@iee.unbe.ch).
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we omitted the aspect of interindividual variation, is unjustified, and we think that the concepts of social competence and social responsiveness differ from each other in
important ways.
First, the topic of interindividual differences was explicitly addressed in several parts of the original article, in
particular in a section on ‘An evolutionary framework for
the study of social competence’. There, we outlined that
social competence is a performance trait, one of the key
properties of which is variation between individuals in a
population [3]. However, we did not discuss explicitly the
potential selective forces leading to a mix of social competence phenotypes in a population. The evolutionary forces
envisaged by us to generate variation in social competence
differ from the scenarios proposed by Wolf and McNamara
[2], as we explain below.
Second, Wolf and McNamara’s [2] synonymous use of
the terms ‘social responsiveness’ and ‘social competence’ is
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misleading. This mixes up two different concepts that
might superficially appear similar. The authors do not
provide a formal definition of social responsiveness, but
from the evolutionary scenarios they present, ‘social responsiveness’ seems to refer to the degree to which individuals respond to social information. In these scenarios,
individuals can adopt one of two strategies, responding to
social stimuli or ignoring them (e.g., [4,5]). Thus, variation
in social responsiveness exists along a single dimension;
social information is used to a higher or lesser degree. If
individuals are responsive and use external information,
they do so by following fixed rules. This includes showing
the best possible response to the last move of an opponent
(scenario 1), copying the most recent choice of another
group member (scenario 2), or choosing the most profitable
patch by using social information revealing the state of
available patches (scenario 3). By contrast, ‘social competence’ refers to the ability of an individual to optimise its
social behaviour depending on social information [1]. The
concept of social competence not only describes the extent
to which external information is used, but also incorporates the ability to respond adequately to social information. Individuals with low social competence can arise from
either (i) not taking social information into account (in
which case, they are similar to individuals with low social
responsiveness), or (ii) showing a high but wrong response
(in which case, an individual with high social responsiveness can have low social competence). Thus, variation in
social competence can arise from variation in the weight
given to social information (i.e., social responsiveness) and/
or from variation in the ability to express an appropriate
response to social information. Therefore, in contrast to
social responsiveness, which represents a behavioural
strategy, social competence refers to an ability. It is difficult to imagine how a lack of an ability, which may lead to
poor performance in a particular social context, should
become evolutionary stable through fitness payoffs
obtained in that particular context.
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Finally, because of the general differences between a
behavioural strategy and the ability of an animal to conduct an ecologically relevant task (performance trait [3]),
the eco-evolutionary framework leading to variation in
social competence is unlikely to be based on frequencydependent decisions within the same behavioural context,
as it does in the case of social responsiveness. Individuals
performing poorly in the social domain should always be
outperformed by individuals performing well in the same
domain. However, the environment and the selective forces
usually differ between individuals of a population. For
example, in cooperatively breeding species, a high ability
to cope with social challenges (social competence) may be
important for members of large social groups, whereas the
ability to evade predation may be more important in small
groups, which provide less protection against predator
attacks. Given that the acquisition of different abilities
can be assumed to be costly, trade-offs are likely to exist
between the acquisition of different abilities. Thus, decisions across different ecological and behavioural contexts
can lead to adaptive variation in social competence.
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Most conservation biologists would agree that the spread
of non-native species is undesirable and should be prevented whenever possible. This view was recently criticized by Davis et al., who argued that organisms should be
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assessed on their negative environmental effects rather
than on whether they are native or not [1]. In a recent
article in TREE, Simberloff et al. take issue with their
critique, demonstrating that great progress has been
made in understanding and managing the negative effects
of biological invasions, and proposing that the proper role
of scientists is to educate people about these negative
effects and thereby to inform societal debate [2]. As an
255

